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Sufiicient conditions are given for a C‘*-algebra extension to be embeddable into 
an AF algebra. when it is known that the ideal and quotient algebras can be so 
embedded. An appliction is made to a class of type I C*-algebras. 1’ 19% Academy 
Press. Inc 
This paper is concerned with the question of when a C*-algebra can be 
embedded as a C*-subalgebra of an AF algebra. Specifically, we investigate 
the problem of when the property of being a subalgebra of an AF algebra is 
preserved under the formation of extensions. In Section 1 the property of 
stable finiteness is studied. Although a necessary condition, stable finiteness 
is in general insufficient to imply that a C*-algebra is a subalgebra of an 
AF algebra. In Theorem 1.15 we prove that in certain circumstances, stable 
finiteness is sufficient. The proof relies on a formulation of stable finiteness 
of extensions in terms of the order structure in K,, (Lemma 1.5). In Sec- 
tion 2, we prove that continuous trace C*-algebras can be embedded into 
AF algebras, and we keep track of the maps in K, induced by the embed- 
dings. In Section 3 we apply the results of Sections 1 and 2 to a class of 
type I C*-algebras. 
We mention some notations used in this paper. If A is a C*-algebra, then 
M(A) denotes its multiplier algebra, and CA denotes the cone on A: 
CA = {f~ C( [0, 11, A): f(0) = 0). All ideals are closed and two-sided. If I 
is an ideal in A, we use ( )‘: A -+ A/Z for the quotient map, when the con- 
text makes the notation clear. We use the symbol 2; for the index map of K- 
theory. If G is an abelian group, by a positive cone, denoted G + , we mean 
a subset containing 0 and closed under addition. For s, y E G. we write 
xfy if.r-xEG+, and .u<.r if x<y and x#y. 
We thank the referee for pointing out substantial simplifications in our 
proofs of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. 
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1. STABLE FINITENESS AND EMBEDDINGS INTO AF ALGEBRAS 
1.1. Remark. We note that the positive cone K,,(A) + is defined for non- 
unital algebras, although in this case it may not generate K,,(A). In general, 
K,,(A)+ =K,(A)nK,,(d)+ = { [p]:p is a projection in &-@A}. 
1.2. DEFINITIONS. (i) If A and B are C*-algebras, we say that A embeds 
into B if there is an injective *-homomorphism from A to B. We call A 
emheddable if A embeds into an AF algebra. 
(ii) Let A be a C*-algebra. If A is unital, A is calledfKre if for every 
element x in A, X*X = 1 =. xx* = 1. A is called srabll*jinire if M,,(A) is finite 
for each n. If A is non-unital, A is called finire or stably finite if A’ is. 
1.3. LEMMA. Every subalgebra qf an AF algebra is stably finite. 
Proqf: Since approximate finiteness is preserved by unitalization and by 
tensoring with M,, it suffices to prove that unital subalgebras of unital AF 
algebras are finite. This follows from the fact that the invertibles are dense 
in unital AF algebras, while a non-unitary isometry cannot be 
approximated by invertibles. i 
1.4. Remark. It is known that stable finiteness is not a sufficient con- 
dition for a C*-algebra to be embeddable. The technique of [4] shows that 
if G is a countable discrete group containing the free group on two 
generators, then C,*(G) is stably finite, but has no faithful quasidiagonal 
representation, and hence is not embeddable by [ 141. In Theorem 1.15 we 
show that in certain circumstances stable finiteness does imply embed- 
dability. 
1.5. LEMMA. Let A be a C*-algebra, let I be an ideal in A, and suppose 
that I and A/I are stably finite. Then A is stab1.v finite if and only if 
3K,(AjO) n K,(I) + = (0). 
Proof: (Only if): Let x be an element of K,(A/I) with a(x) > 0 in K,(I). 
Let u be a unitary in M,(d/l) with I= [u]. Let M: be a unitary in M,,(a) 
with k=u@u*. Then 
q-x)= [Nl,,OO”) w*1- Cl.@O,,J. 
Since Z(x) >O, there is a projection p in M,(I) such that 6(-u) = [p]. This 
implies that 
CNlnOOn) w~*oo,l= Cl,,@%@Pl. 
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Hence there are integers r, s, and a unitary 1; in Ml,, + k +, + ,(7), such that 
v(~(l”oo,,) w*@Ok@ l,@O,) I?*= l,@O,$p@ l,@O,,. 
Let R=L;(M?$!/,+,+,) in I%I~,,+~+,. ,(I). Then 
R(!,@%OO~@ 1,630,) R* = l,@O,,@p@ l,@O,. 
Hence 
is a non-unitary coisometry in M Zn + k +, + ,&Al). Thus A is not stably finite. 
(If): Suppose that A is not stably finite. Let S be a non-unitary 
coisometry in M,(d). Then u = S is a unitary in M,(J/I), as A/I is 
assumed to be stably finite. Hence p = 1 n - S*S is a non-zero projection in 
M,(I). This implies that [p] # 0 in K,(I): for if [p] = 0, then p @ 1, @ 0, is 
unitarily equivalent to 0, @ I,@ O,, in M, + ,+ ,(?). Then as in the previous 
pro4 M,+,+.,(J) contains a non-unitary coisometry, contradicting the 
assumption that I is stably finite. But then, c7( [u]) = [p] is a non-zero 
element of K,(I) + . 1 
1.6. DEFINITION (Cf. [ 1, 15.31). Let B, I be C*-algebras, and let 
cp: B + M(I)/] be a *-homomorphism. We denote by &(cp) the pullbuck of 
(D: 
E(q)= {(.r,b)~M(I)@B:i=cp(b)}. 
If cp is obtained in the natural way from a short exact sequence 
then &(cp) z A. If q1 and qz are the coordinate projections from M(1)@ B 
onto M(I) and B, respectively, then it is clear that q, I &(cp) is injective iff cp 
is injective. In this case, we may use q, to identify b(cp) with 
(.ud(I): .t~cp(B)}. 
If cp’ : B -+ M(.X @ 1)/(X @ I), then 
where XO=X(C@X), and .X=X(.%?). By &(cp@(p’) we mean the 
pullback of cp 8~’ viewed as a map with range contained in 
M(& @ I)/(& @ I). Via an isomorphism of X(C @ 2’) with X(X ), we 
may view cp @ cp’ as having range contained in M(X @ 1)/(X 0 I). 
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1.7. LEMMA. Let B and I be C*-algebras, let cp : B --) M(I)/], 
cp’ : B + M( X @ I)/( X @ I) he *-homomorphisms, and suppose that there is 
a *-homomorphism p’ : B + M(X @ I) such that cp’ = p’. Then R(y) embed&y 
into &(cp 0 cp’). 
Proof We map I(cp) to crF(cp@q’) by (x, h)~+ ((x, p’(b)), b). This is 
manifestly an injective *-homomorphism. 1 
1.8. Remarks. We will use the Kasparov groups KK(A, B) and the 
universal coefficient theorem to study C*-algebra extensions. We refer to 
[ 1 ] for the definitions and results needed. We mention that the class N of 
separable nuclear C*-algebras, to which the universal coefficient theorem 
applies, contains all type I C*-algebras, AF algebras, and contains all 
extensions of algebras in .,t“ by ideals in ,t/‘. 
1.9. LEMMA. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and I an essential ideal in 
A such that A/I is in 4’. Let a: A/I + M(I)/I be the Busby invariant of the 
sequence 
O+I+A-tAfI+O. (*) 
Suppose that both boundary maps vanish in the K-theory associated to (*), 
that K,(Z) is a divisible group, and that K,(I) = (0). LRt pO: A/I+ 2’(Z) he 
a representation faithful module 3”, and having infinite dimensional null 
space. LRt 
and let 
p=po@l,: A/I-+M(X@I) 
T  = p : A/I + M( x @ I)/( x @ I). 
Then there is a bijrctive *-isomorphism 
such that ~sE~((T@T) and UE A/I are such that ,i-= (a@r)(a), then 
f(x) - p(a) E .X @ I. (1.1) 
Proof: The hypotheses on (*), and the universal coeffkient theorem, 
imply that 0 defines the zero element of KK’(A/I, I) z Ext(A/I, I) 
(cf. [ 1, 17.6.51). By Kasparov’s generalization of Voiculescu’s theorem, T is 
absorbing (cf. [I, 15.12-J), and hence d @ T is strongly unitarily equivalent 
to T. Conjugation by the unitary implementing the equivalence is the 
desired isomorphism 1: m 
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1.10. DEFINITION. If 9: A + B is a *-homomorphism between C*- 
algebras, we say 9 is upproximarely unitaf if 9 carries some (and hence 
every) approximate unit of A to an approximate unit of B. 
1.1 I. Remarks. Let A be a C*-algebra, and let I be an essential ideal in 
A. Let J be a C*-algebra, and let 9: I + J be an injective approximately 
unital *-homomorphism. By [ 12, 3.12.121, 9 extends to an injection 
9: M(I) -+ M(J). We will identify I with the C*-subalgebra 9(l) of J. Since 
A c M(I), we may identify A with the C*-subalgebra Q(A) of M(J). Then 
A n J= I. Hence we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows: 
O-I- A -All-O 
(1.2) 
O-J- A+J-A/I-O 
As part of the K-theory associated to (1.2) we have the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
K,(AII) - “’ K,(I) 
I K,(AII) - “” K,(J) 
(1.3) 
1.12. LEMMA. Let A he a C*-algebra and let I he an ideal in A. Then A 
embeds into a C*-ulgebra A’, where A’ is an essential extension qf AJI by 
X(X) @ I for a suitable Hilhert space .X, such that the embedding induces 
an isomorphism of K,(A) rrith K,(A’). 
Proof. Let 9: A/I -+ M(I)// be the Busby invariant of the sequence 
0 -+ I + A -+ A/I + 0. Let 3t? be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space which 
carries a faithful representation of A/I. Let p: A/I -+ M(X(.X)@I) be a 
*-homomorphism which is faithful modulo .Wr(.%?) 0 I. 
Set 9’=@: A/I-+M(X(X)@I)/(.X(X)@I). As in 1.6, we may view 
9 @ 9’ as taking values in M(X(.%‘) @ I)/(.f(Z) @ I). Since 9’ is faithful, 
so is 909’. Let A’=d(9@9’). By Lemma 1.7, A -b(9) embeds into A’. 
Applying the long exact sequence of K-theory to the diagram 
o- I - A - A/I- 0 
r 1 r (I o- .x-(3r)@I- A’- A/I- 0 
and noting that I+ X(P)@ I induces isomorphisms in K-theory, the five 
lemma implies that K,(A) + K,(A’) is an isomorphism. 1 
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1.13. LEMMA. Let A he u C*-ulgehra in the class .,4‘, and let I he an ideal 
in A with I an AF algeba. Suppose that AfI is embeddable, and suppose that 
8 = 0, where 2: K,( A/I) -+ K,,(I) is the index map of K-theory. Then A is 
embeddable. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.12 we may assume that I is an essential ideal in A. 
Let U be the UHF algebra with dimension group Q. Let J= I@ U, and let 
cp: I -+ J be defined by q(x) = x@ l(.‘. Then cp is approximately unital. 
From the diagram (1.2) of 1.11, it suffices to prove that A + J is embed- 
dable. From the associated diagram (1.3) and the fact that (! = 0, we have 
8’ = 0. Let (T be the Busby invariant of the lower row of ( 1.2). Since J is AF, 
K,(J) = 0, and hence both boundary maps vanish in the six-term exact K- 
theory sequence associated to the lower row of (1.2). By [IO], K,,(J) is a 
divisible group. Choose an AF algebra F, and an embedding i. of A/I into 
F. Let y: F- 9(X’) be a *-homomorphism which is faithful modulo X 
and has infinite dimensional null space. Set p0 = y 2 %: A/I -+ U(X). Apply- 
ing Lemma 1.9 we obtain p, T, and f: &(a @ T) r b(s). Letting r’ = (v @ 1,)’ 
it is clear that r=r':i. Hence d'(r)c&(s'). By Lemma 1.7, A =8’(o) 
embeds into &(a @ T). Hence A embeds into &(T'). But a(~') is an extension 
of the AF algebra F by the AF algebra .d 0 I, and hence is AF [3]. 1 
We remark that Lemma 1.13 is a shortened version of Lemma 3.5. 
We also have the following corollary to the proof of Lemma 1.13: 
COROLLARY. $ moreover, the embedding i: A/I + F is such that 
i, : K,,( A/I) + K,,(F) is injective, then the induced map: K,(A) + KO(R(r’)) is 
injecrive. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.12, our assumption that I is an essential ideal in A 
does not alter the K-theory of A. Consider the following commutative 
diagram (with exact rows): 
o- I -A - AJI- 0 
0- J - A+J--+A/I-0 
0-.X@J- R(r’) - F - 0 
K0 preserves the short exactness of the rows, and the composition 
K,(I) -+ K,(J) -+ Ko(.f 0 J) 
is injective. The corollary now follows from the live lemma. 1 
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1.14. LEMMA. Let G be a dimension group (cJ [8] ), and let H c G be a 
subgroup such that H n G + = { 0). Then there is a dimension group G’, and a 
dimension group homomorphism 9 : G -+ G’, such that 
(i) Hcker9 
(ii) G, n ker 9 = (0). 
Proof: Let Y= {EcG:E is a subgroup of G, Hc E, EnG, = (0)). 
Ordered by inclusion, Y is a non-empty partially ordered set. If {En};--_, is 
a totally ordered chain in *Y, then E = u E, is clearly an upper bound for 
{ E,, } in Y. By Z orn’s lemma, there is a maximal element E,, in .Y. Let 
G’ = G/E, 
G’+ = {,teG’: (h, + .x+E,,)nG+ #la}, 
where Z, + is the set of positive integers. 
We will verify that (G’, G’, ) is a dimension group. Then with 9 given by 
the quotient map, conditions (i) and (ii) are clear. 
(a) G’+ + G’+ c G’+ : Let .t, j be elements of G’+ . Then there are 
positive integers m and n, and elements e and .f of E,, so that mx + e 2 0 
and ny +f>, 0. Then 
mn(x +y) + (ne + mf) = n(mx + e) + m(ny +f) 20. 
Thus (x + v)’ belongs to G’+ . 
(b) G’+ - G’+ = G’ : This follows from the fact that G + - G + = G, 
and that (G + )’ c G’+ . 
(c) G’+ n (-G’+ ) = (0): First we note that if 0 belongs to 
z + + .x + E,, then x is already an element of E,. For, letting (x, E,,) 
denote the subgroup of G generated by x and E,, we have 
n.xEEOforsomenEH++ * 
n . (kx + E,) c E,, for all k E Z =c. 
(x, 4,) n G, = {O}, since G is torsion free, * 
(x, E,) = E,, since E, is maximal in .Y, * 
XE E,. 
Now, let x be an element of G such that f and -f belong to G’, . Then 
there are positive integers m and n, and elements e and f of E,, such that 
mx+eaO and -nx+faO. Ifmx+e>O, we have 
ne+mf=n(mx+e)+m( -nx+f)>O, 
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contradicting the fact that E,n G + = (0). Thus mx + e =O, and hence x 
belongs to E,, and so 1= 0. 
(d) G’, is unperforated: This is clear from the definition of G’+ . 
(e) (G’, G’, ) has the Riesz interpolation property: We will show that 
(G’, G’+ ) is totally ordered. Let I be an element of G\E,. By maximality of 
E,, there is an integer n and an element e in E, so that nx + e > 0. If n > 0, 
then i belongs to G’, . Ifn<O,then(-n).(-x)+c>O,so -ibelongsto 
G’+. I 
1.15 THEOREM. Let A he (I C*-algebra in the cluss .k‘, let I be an ideal in 
A, und suppose thut one of the algebras I, A/I is AF, and the other is emhed- 
dable. Then if‘ A is stably finite, A is embedduble. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.12 we may assume that I is an essential ideal in A. 
Let A be stably finite, and suppose first that the ideal I is AF. By 
Lemma 1.5 we know that ?(K,(A/l))n K,(I)+ = (0). By Lemma 1.14 there 
is a dimension group G’, and a dimension group homomorphism 
cp : K,(I) + G’, such that 
(i) (?(K,(A/I)) c ker cp 
(ii) K,(I)+ n ker cp = (0). 
Then there is an AF algebra J with dimension group G’, and a *- 
homomorphism f: I-+ .I, such that .r; = cp ([9]). By (ii), f must be injective. 
Replacing J by the hereditary subalgebra generated by f(l), we may 
assume that f is approximately unital. (It is clear that (i) still holds.) 
Referring to the diagrams (1.2) and (1.3) in 1.11, we see that A embeds into 
A + J, and that by (i), the index map 5’ vanishes for the sequence 
O+J+A+J+A/I+O. 
Then Lemma 1.13 implies that A + J is embeddable. 
Suppose now that A/I is AF, and that I is embeddable. Let J be an AF 
algebra, and I -+ J an embedding which we may assume to be 
approximately unital. Referring again to (1.2) and (1.3) of 1.11, we see that 
d’ = 0, since K,( A/Z) = 0. Thus again Lemma 1.12 implies that A + J, and 
hence A, is embeddable. 1 
1.16 EXAMPLES. (i) Extensions by x‘ of C(X), where X is real projec- 
tive space, or a suspended solenoid. These examples were studied by 
Brown, Douglas, and Fillmore in their original work on Ext [7]. These 
examples are all stably finite, and hence are embeddable. 
(ii) If I is an ideal in A such that I and A/i are embeddable, it is not 
clear that stable finiteness is sufficient for embeddability of A. The problem 
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is that when we use the technique of 1.11 to replace I by an AF ideal J, the 
new algebra A + J need not be stably finite. One has to have an embedding 
I +J which keeps the index map from meeting the positive cone in K,,(J). 
To see the ditliculty, we give the following example. 
Let B= M, @ C(%‘). Let p be the Bott projection in B, and let q be the 
projection e,, 0 I. Let S be the unilateral shift, let .B = C*(S), and define a 
partial isometry u in B@ .T by 
One easily verities that 
uu* = I -q@cJ 
u*u= 1 -p@e, 
where c>=l-SS* is a rank-one projection in .Y’ c 9. Let 
I=(B@X”)@.%“. and A=C*(u@S)+I. We have the short exact 
sequence 
O-tI-+A+C(T)+O. 
One easily verifies (e.g., using Lemma 1.5) that A is stably finite. However, 
the element u @ S is precariously close to being a non-unitary isometry. If 
A is embedded into an AF algebra, the embedding must be such that the 
images of p and q remain non-comparable in the K-theoretic sense. That 
this can be done is a remarkable recent result of Loring [ 111. This example 
makes it clear that a general theorem on the embeddability of extensions of 
embeddable C*-algebras will require a significant generalization of Loring’s 
work. 
(iii) By Lemma 1.3, .Y is not embeddable. However, the cone on .F 
is embeddable. To see this, consider the sequence of coned algebras: 
Since K,(CA ) = 0 for every C*-algebra A, there is no index obstruction in 
the lower sequence in (1.2) of 1.11. (We thank L. Brown for pointing out 
this sequence.) Thus Lemma 1.13 gives an embedding. 
More generally, if A is a separable type I C*-algebra, then CA is embed- 
dable. This follows from the facts that separable C*-algebras with con- 
tinuous trace are embeddable (Lemma 2.6), and that A has a composition 
series with continuous trace quotients, but requires careful attention to the 
positive cone in K, of the algebras involved. We will prove this in Sec- 
tion 3, after we have discussed the case of continuous trace C*-algebras. 
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2. C~NTINU~US TRACE ALGEBRAS 
2.1. LEMMA. Let A he a C*-algebra n’ifh conrinuous trace, T a locally 
compact Hausdorff space, f: T + A- a continuous proper map. Then there is a 
C*-algebra B with continuous trace such that b = T, and a *-homomorphism 
f*: A-+ B, satisfying n(f*(a))=f(n)(a) for TEL? and aEA. If.f is surjec- 
lice, rhen .f * is injectice. 
Proof As in [S, Chap. 10 J, A is the C*-algebra defined by a con- 
tinuous field, .r$ = ((A(s)),~, 2, 8), of elementary C*-algebras over A 
satisfying Fell’s condition: A = {x E 8: lim, _ o(, I/ x(s)11 = O}. As in 
[6, Chap. I, Sect. 51, we construct a continuous field of elementary C*- 
algebras over T: f*(.01) = ((B(r)),, 7‘, a), where B(f)= A(f(t)), and 
@ = span {x -,.f‘: x E 8 1, the closure being taken in the sense of locally 
uniform convergence [5, 10.1.2 (iv)]. The field f*( &) satisfies Fell’s con- 
dition since .01 does. Hence the C*-algebra B defined by J*(d) has con- 
tinuous trace. The map f* : x E 0 H x af E @ is a *-homomorphism. Since f 
is proper, f*( A) c B. For a E A, n E b we have 
n(f*(a))=J*(a)(n)=aLJ‘(n)=f(n)(a). 
It is clear that ./* is injective if f is surjective. 1 
2.2 LEMMA. Lel A be a C*-algebra lvith continuous trace. The following 
are equivalent: 
(i) A’ is totally disconnected. 
(ii) Given elements x,, . . . . x,, in A, and E > 0, there is a finite dimen- 
sional C*-s&algebra C of A. and elements y, , ..,, y, in C, such that 
II x, - ~1, 11 < t:. I < i 6 n. 
Hence if A is separable, A is AF q‘ and only if A is totally disconnected 
[2, 2.21. 
Proof The proof is routine. 1 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let A be a C*-algebra with continuous trace, and let 
x E K,(A). The rank of x is a function from A’ to Z, given by 
rank(x)(rr) = n*(x), for 7rEk, 
where rr*: K,(A) + K,(X’(JP~)) 2: B is the induced map. 
Remark. Let A be a C*-algebra with continuous trace. Let Kc A be a 
compact subset. Let .cB = ((A(s)),,i, 0) be the continuous field of elemen- 
tary C*-algebras defined by A. We denote by A I K the C*-algebra 
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associated to .d) K= (A(s)),~,~, BIK)(cf.[5,10.1.12]).Then~K:A-+AIK 
is a surjective *-homomorphism. We use the notation 1 K also for the map 
induced in K-theory. 
2.4. h3lMA. Let A be a separable C*-ulgehra with continuous trace, let 
XE K,(A), let n,,~ A, andsuppose that rank(x) (no) >, 0. Then there is a com- 
putt neighborhood U of no, und an element a in’@ A such thut u 1 U is a 
projection, and such that .Y 1 U = [a 1 U] in K,( A 1 U). 
Proof: By [ 13, 1.123, X @ A is locally trivial. The result is clearly true 
for a trivial, and hence for a locally trivial, field. 1 
COROLLARY. rank(x) E C,,(a, Z) 
2.5. LEMMA. Let A he a separable C*-algebra with continuous trace. und 
suppose that k is totally disconnected. Let x belong to K,(A). Then x>O if 
and only if rank(x) 3 0 on 1. 
Prooj: (If): Suppose first that 2 is compact. By Lemma 2.4 we may 
find, for each IC in a, a compact open-closed neighborhood U of n, and a 
projection q in M,,(A) with supp(q) c U, such that [x I U] = [q]. By com- 
pactness we can find a finite disjoint cover of A^ by such sets U,, . . . . U,. 
Then A = Of=, (Al U,), and so x= [Of=, q,] 20. 
If A is not compact, let 9’ be the directed set of all compact open-closed 
subsets of a, directed by inclusion. For FE .Y, A 1 F is a C*-subalgebra of 
A, and the family {A I F},:, ,‘, is a directed system, with A = Uk-e ,/( A I F). 
Hence 
MA I= lim~,( A I F). 
.‘I’ 
So there is F in .Y and J* in K,( A ( F) such that A I F-+ A induces J I-+ .I-. 
This entails that rank(y) > 0 on F, and hence that )‘> 0 in K,(A 1 F). Hence 
x Z 0 in K,(A). 
(Only if): We remark that this implication is true for any C*-algebra 
with continuous trace. If x > 0, then x = [p] for some projection p in 
M,,(A). Then for ICE k, 
rank(x)(n)=n,(.~)=n,([pl)= [n(p)]>,O. I 
Remark. Let A be a C*-algebra with continuous trace, let T be a 
locally compact Hausdorff space, and let f: T+ 2 be a continuous proper 
map. As in Lemma 2.1 we obtain a C*-algebra B having continuous trace 
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and spectrum T, and a *-homomorphism J*: A --t B. Then if .K E K,(A), 
n E T, we have 
ranU(.f‘*),(.~))(~) = ~((.l‘*)* t-r)) 
= (n .1’*1* (.u) 
=.f(n)* l-u) 
= rank(s) (.f(n)). 
2.6. LEMMA. Let A he u seporuhle C*-algehru w*ith continuous trace. 
Then there is an AF C*-algehru B n’ith continuous trace, und un i+crioe 
*-homomorphism CL : A + B Gth the propert)* thal jbr .Y in K,,(A), 
Z,(X) 3 0 o rank(s) 3 0 on A. 
Proof: A slight modification of Theorem 30.7 of [IS] gives a second 
countable totally disconnected locally compact Hausdorff space T, and a 
continuous proper surjection .f: T + A^. By Lemma 2.1 and the remark in 
2.5, there is a C*-algebra B with h= T, and an injective *-homomorphism 
x =./*: A -+ B, such that rank(r,(.y)) = rank(.r)’ j: Thus 
rank(.u) 3 0 o rank(.u) .1‘2 0 
o rank(r,(,v)) >, 0 
- r*(.r) 2 0, by Lemma 2.5. 
By Lemma 2.2, B is AF. 1 
3. TYPEI ALGEBRAS 
In this section we solve the problem posed in l.l6(ii) for the case of cer- 
tain type I C*-algebras. The method involves hoisting the technique of 1.11 
up a composition series for the algebra. Most of the work is in showing 
that the result of applying 1.11 to one stage can still be used in the next 
stage. To avoid the difficulty occurring in Example l.l6(ii), we introduce 
the following detinition. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A C*-algebra is called residually finife if every 
quotient of it is stably finite. 
Remark. Every quotient of a residually finite C*-algebra is again 
residually finite. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. A V-algebra is residual/J, jinire 4‘ and only if its 
image under euch irreducible representation is stuhly .finite. 
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Proof. (Only if): Immediate. 
(If): Let A be a C*-algebra which is not residually finite. Let I be an 
ideal in A, and let s be an element of M,,($I), such that X*X = 1, but 
KY* # I. Let J E d/t be a non-zero entry of the matrix 1 - XV*. Let n, be an 
irreducible representation of A/I such that no(y) # 0. Let IC be the com- 
position of 7~~) with the quotient map of A onto A/f. Then 7~ is irreducible, 
and M,( n( A) - ) contains the non-unitary isometry ( 1 n @ X”)(X). 1 
COROLI.ARY. CCR algebras are residualI]* jinite. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let A he a residually finite V-algebra, let I he an ideal in 
A, and suppose that I has continuous trace. Then the image of the index map 
i: : K,( A/I) + K,,(I) consists of elements with rank constantly equal to zero. 
Proof: This follows from Lemma 1.5. 1 
COROLI.ARY. Let A he residually finite, let I be an ideal in A having con- 
tinuous trace, and let i: I + F be an embedding of I into an AF C*-algebra F, 
as constructed in Lemma 2.6. Then the composition 
K,(AIO + K,,(O -+ K,(F) 
vanishes. 
Proqf By Lemma 3.3, if .r E K,( A/I), then 
+ rank(S(.u)) = rank(d( k-u)) = 0. 
By Lemma 2.6, + i*( ?(.v)) E K,(F) . . Since (K,(F), K,(F) + ) is a dimension 
group, i*(?(x)) = 0. 1 
3.4. LEMMA. Let (A,, A,, A,) he a composition series of length two. Let 
nz. .Ar-‘Az/A,, n,:A, + A,jAo he the quotient maps. Assume that there is 
a *-homomorphism pz: AZ/A0 -+ A, such that x2 .: pz = idAIIAO, and let 
p, = pz I( A ,/A,). Let rl, c? he the index maps of K-theory associated to the 
ideals A, in AZ, and A,/A, in AJA,, respectively. We have a commutative 
diagram (in which the solid arrow commute): 
K,(AzlA,)- K,(AzlA,) 
Z 
I 
&(A 1) “- 
I 
2 
- &(A ,/A,) 
T I I -------- 
Then we have ~!=p,,~~. 
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Proc$ The assertion follows from the diagram 
A, - A, - Az!A, 
I PI I 0.’ (I 
Ali4 - A,jA,- AdA, I 
3.5. LEMMA. Let (A,, A,, A,) be an essential composition series of 
algebras in ,,1-. Assume thar 
(i ) the index map vanishes in the K-theory of the sequence 
O+A,+Ar+Az/Ao+O, 
(ii) A, is AF, 
(iii) there is an AF algebra F, and an approximately unital embedding 
1.: A,/A, -+ F, such rhat 
A* 3E=o, 
where d is as in Lemma 3.4. 
Then there is an AF algebra B, and an approximarely unital embedding qf A, 
into B, such that the composition 
K(A,IA,)~ &(A I) - K,(B) 
canishes. where 2 is as in Lemma 3.4. 
ProoJ By tensoring Ai and F with the UHF algebra having dimension 
group Q, we may assume that K,(A,) and K,(F) are divisible groups. By 
(i), and the fact that A,, is AF, both boundary maps vanish in the K-theory 
associated to the sequence 
O-,A,-+A,-+AJA,,+O. (**I 
Let CJ be the Busby invariant of (**). Then CJ satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 1.9. Let yo: F + U(X) be a representation faithful modulo X and 
having infinite dimensional null space. Then detining 
po=yocj.: A,/A,+Y(X), 
pO is also faithful modulo X and has the same null space as yO, since i 
preserves approximate units. Let pO also denote the unique extension of pO 
to a representation of AI/A, on 2’ having the same null space. Since Al/A, 
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is an essential ideal in A2/A0, this extension is also faithful modulo X. 
Now apply Lemma 1.9 to obtain p, r, jI Additionally, let 
y=yo@lAo:F-44(X@AAo). 
Define, for i = 0, 1,2, 
Ai=b(z I(AiIA,)) 
=f[I~C(~~~)l(Ai/Ao)ll~ by (1.1) of Lemma 1.9. 
By Lemma 1.7 there is an embedding 
Composing these embeddings withf, we obtain the following commutative 
diagram, in which the rows form essential composition series, and the 
second and third vertical arrows preserve approximate units: 
A,- A, - A, 
I I I 
A;---+A;-A; 
Since AI/A:. N Aj/Ai for i <j, property (i) is true for the primed sequence. 
Property (ii) is immediate for the primed sequence. Let 1’ denote the 
composition 
A;/4 
1 
- A,/A,- F. 
Then property (iii) also holds for the primed sequence. Let p’ denote the 
composition 
A;IAb - A,/A,L M(X@Ao)=M(Ab). 
We have 
yoI’=p’I(A;/A&). 
Let B = y(F) + Ah. Then B is AF. We have 
A; = p’(A;/A;) + A; 
= y 0 n’(A;/A;) + AL 
= Y(F) + 4 
= B. 
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Denoting this inclusion by g, we have 
g* )a’=g*l:(/,(~;j~b),c,~, by Lemma 3.4, 
=g * y* >j.:, ,;” 
= 0, by property (iii ). 
Now, from the commutative diagram 
K,(AzlA,) - &(A, 1 
I I 
K,(A;IA’,)- &(A;) - K,(B) 
we obtain the vanishing of the composition 
K,(A,!A,)~K,(A,)-*K,,(B). I 
3.6. THEOREM. Ler A he a separable, residually jinite, type I C*-ulgebra. 
Then A can be embedded into un AF algebra. 
Proof: A has an essential composition series, (A3)zsq, with continuous 
trace quotients, where 9 is some countable ordinal (A,= {0}, A,, = A), by 
[ 12, 6.2.1 I]. For each a < ‘I, let F, be an AF algebra with continuous trace, 
and I., : A,, ,/A, + F, an approximately unital embedding, constructed as 
in Lemma 2.6. For each 2, we will construct a separable AF algebra B,, an 
approximately unital embedding of A, into B,, and a coherent family of 
embeddings B, + B, for s( < /I, such that for r </I we have a commutative 
diagram 
A, - Ai, 
I I 
B, - B P 
Then B= u B, will be separable, AF, and A will embed into B. 
Let B,= {0}, and suppose inductively that we have constructed AF 
algebras B,, approximately unital embeddings A, + B,, and embeddings 
B,+ B,{, for r</?<r,, having the following properties: 
(i)’ for x < [J < 2, , the following diagram commutes: 
A,- A 
I i 
B, - B P 
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(ii)’ for a < /? < 7 < a,, the following diagram commutes: 
B, - B.. 
(iii)’ the following composition vanishes: 
Suppose first that 2, has a predecessor a,,. Since A,, -+ B, preserves 
approximate units, and A, is an essential ideal in A, we have A c M(B,,), 
as in 1.11. Note that in the sequence 
the ideal and quotient both belong to .,t”‘. Hence A + B,, is in t-. (See 
Remarks 1.8) Consider the composition series 
(B,,, A,, + B,,,, A + B,,). 
To verify conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma 3.5, we note that (i) follows 
from (iii)‘, (ii) is true by construction, and (iii) follows from Corollary 3.3. 
By Lemma 3.5 we obtain an AF algebra B,,, and an approximately 
unital embedding (A,, + B,) + B,,, such that the composition 
Kl [:,:?2,,1 + WA,, + B,,) + KdB,,) (***) 
vanishes. 
From (***) and the diagram 
o- A,, - A- NA,, -0 
I I I 
2 
O- A,,+B A + B,, WJ - A + B,,, - 
Ax, + 4 
-0 
we verify (iii)’ for a,. We note that (i)’ and (ii)’ are true for a < fi < 7 <Q,, 
since every map A, + A,, (respectively B, + B,,) factors through A, 
(respectively B,). 
Suppose now that aI is a limit ordinal. Define 
B,,= lb B,=U {B,:a<a,). 
1 <I, 
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Then B,, is AF, and clearly A,, -+ B,, via an approximately unital embed- 
ding. From this construction it is clear that (i)’ and (ii)’ hold for 
r c/I<7 <<r,. We now verify (iii)‘. Let XE K,(A/A,,). Since 
A/A., = lir~ A/A,, 
3-z 1, 
there is P<a, and z E K,WA,,) such that z H .K under 
K,( A/A,]) + K,( A/A,,). From the commutative diagram 
we obtain a commutative diagram 
K,(AIAB) - &(A,J) - KcSB,,) 
I I I 
K,(AIA,,) - &(A,,) - MB,, 1 
The upper row composes to zero by the inductive hypothesis. Thus the 
image of .Y in K,(B,,) is zero. Since x was arbitrary, the lower row com- 
poses to zero, verifying (iii)‘. Therefore we obtain {B, : r 6 r] } satisfying (i)‘. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 1 
COROLLARY. Separable CCR algebras are embedduble. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let A be a sepurable type I (Y-algebra. Then CA is 
embeddable. 
ProoJ There is an essential composition series (A,),, ‘I for A, where tl 
is a countable ordinal, and the quotients A,, ,/A, have continuous trace. 
Then (CA,),,, is an essential composition series for CA, with continuous 
trace quotients 
(CA,, ,MCA.) = C(A,+ ,/A,). 
By Lemma 2.6, CA, can be embedded into an AF algebra, and we may 
assume that the embedding is approximately unital. Suppose inductively 
that we have constructed a coherent family of approximately unital embed- 
dings CA,-,B, for a-ca,, where the { B, } are AF algebras, and the 
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coherence means properties (i)’ and (ii)’ of Theorem 3.6. If X, has a 
predecessor z,,, we apply the technique of 1.11 to obtain 
O-CA - =J C‘A., - C’(A.,IA.,) - 0 
I I I/ 
O-B %J - CA,, + B,, - C(A.,IA.,,) - 0 
Since the index vanishes for the lower sequence, Lemma 1.13 gives an 
embedding of CA,, + B, into an AF algebra B,,. The coherence is clear. If 
2, is a limit ordinal, we take B,, = U {B,: a < 2, }. 1 
3.8. DEFINITION. We recall that C*-algebras A and B are called 
homotopic if there are *-homomorphisms cp : A + B and $ : B -+ A such that 
$ = cp (respectively cp :I $) can be connected to id, (respectively idB) by a 
path of *-endomorphisms of A (respectively B) which is continuous in the 
point-norm topology. 
3.9. THEOREM. Let A he a separable C*-algebra, all of‘ nvhose quotients 
are in the class “1‘. Suppose that CA is emheddable, and that A is homotopic 
to an emheddable C*-algebra B. Then A is embeddable. 
Prooj: Let cp: A + B, II/: B -+ A be *-homomorphisms implementing the 
homotopy, and let 2,: A + A, 0 Q t < I, be a point-norm continuous path of 
*-homophormisms with x0 = id, and o[, = Ic/ :. cp. Let I be the kernel of cp. 
Then the map XH x,(x) is an embedding of I into CA. Hence by 
hypothesis, I is embeddable into an AF algebra, J, and as this embedding 
factors through CA, it induces the zero map in K,. The algebra q(A) is 
contained in B, and hence is embeddable. Now we may use the technique 
in 1.11, together with Lemma 1.13, to get an embedding of A. 1 
COROLLARY. Embeddability is a homotopy invariant in the class oj 
separable type I V-algebras. 
Proof This follows from Theorems 3.7 and 3.9. 1 
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